April 5  12:00
NSF Overview
Get to know this agency, its “big ideas” and opportunities for early career and larger research awards.

Presented by Barb Duncan and Shana Herron
Registration

April 12  12:00
Broader Impacts
The NSF Broader Impacts review criterion asks researchers to consider the societal implications of their work. Learn about UK resources for broader impacts and how to present these aspects effectively in a proposal.

Presented by Shana Herron
Registration

April 22  12:00
NSF CAREER
This prestigious program offers 5 years of support for promising untenured faculty. Learn proposal development strategies and bring questions for a panel of CAREER awardees and reviewers.

Presented by Shana Herron, Sean Bailey, Simone Silvestri and Ambrose Seo
Registration

Register at the links above or on our website:
www.research.uky.edu/pdo   pdo@uky.edu